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Is Your Smartphone Messing With Your Sleep?
Electronics that emit blue light could be stealing your sleep and raising your risk for disease.
Here's why, and how to protect yourself.
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Preethi Rajan, MD, specializes in internal medicine, pulmonary disease and sleep disorders at Northwell
Health. She is also an assistant professor at the Donald and Barbara Zucker School of Medicine at
Hofstra/Northwell.
It's 10pm—or maybe it’s 2am—doesn’t matter. You can’t sleep. Whether you've been tossing and turning
since you crawled into bed or dozed oﬀ earlier only to ﬁnd yourself wide awake now, you're frustrated and
worried about how you'll get going in the morning. Or maybe you actually did manage to get to doze oﬀ
right away, yet the next day you're inexplicably exhausted. What gives?
While there are a whole host of reasons (stress, perimenopause, the cappuccino you had after dinner) for
not getting good quality rest, there's one that probably hasn't crossed your mind: Blue light.
Blue light, explains Northwell Health sleep specialist Preethi Rajan, MD, is a type of light with a
wavelength in a speciﬁc part of the light spectrum. It doesn't look blue to the naked eye—it looks like a
white glow—and it's what's coming out of your smartphone, iPad, laptop, e-reader, and practically every
other electronic device in your house. You'll also ﬁnd it in ﬂuorescent and LED light bulbs.
"It's particularly stimulating to the circadian system, your body's internal clock that tells you when to feel
sleepy and when to perk up,” Dr. Rajan explains. It also regulates other physiological functions, like
hunger.
External signals, like sunlight, are supposed to keep your body clock ticking along. Humans are naturally
designed to rise as the sun comes up and rest when it gets dark out, but since the advent of the light bulb,
that's rarely what happens anymore.

Why wavelength matters
While too much exposure to any artiﬁcial light source can lead to sleep deprivation or poor sleep quality,
blue light is especially problematic. at's because it suppresses melatonin, a hormone that your body
produces as it's time to wind down and get ready for sleep, says Dr. Rajan.
In other words, blue light keeps you alert. at's not a problem earlier in the day when you're active, but
in the evening you want your body to start getting sleepy. If you're revved up too close to bedtime, you'll
have a harder time drifting oﬀ. "Blue light may also interfere with 'sleep architecture,' and lead to lighter
stages of sleep," says Dr. Rajan. Translation: You'll skimp on the deepest, most restful stages of sleep, so
even if you've logged enough hours in bed you'll still feel lousy in the morning.
Some experts are even concerned that blue light at night could aﬀect your health. One Spanish study, for
instance, found that people who were exposed to the most blue light at night were more likely to
develop breast or prostate cancer (https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/EHP1837/#tab2). Other research has linked
blue light with changes in metabolism, which could raise your risk for diabetes and obesity
(http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0155601).
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Blue light hasn't been proven to hurt your eyes, but there’s reason to believe it may. Some preliminary
research has suggested that, over time, it might alter photoreceptor cells and cause damage to the retina,
says Dr. Rajan.
Although more research is needed, the American Medical Association was concerned enough about the
potential harms in 2016 to caution cities that are switching their street lamps to LED lighting
(https://www.ama-assn.org/ama-adopts-guidance-reduce-harm-high-intensity-street-lights) to use
versions that emit the lowest possible amount of blue light. Around the same time, NASA changed all the
light bulbs in the space station
(https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/2279.html) from ﬂuorescent ones
to special LEDs that can be adjusted in brightness and even color (wavelength) to emit more or less blue
light depending on the time of day. ( ey're currently conducting a study to see if the new lights improve
sleep and cognitive performance.)

“External signals, like sunlight, are supposed to keep your body clock ticking along.
But since the advent of the light bulb, that's rarely what happens anymore.”
Dr. Preethi Rajan, pulmonologist

What you can do
Dr. Rajan says you shouldn't panic, and that it's so far been hard to tease out whether it's actually the blue
light itself, or the related sleep deprivation, that's responsible for some ill health eﬀects. But she does
advise paying attention to your blue light exposure in the evening and trying to scale back. Some easy
ways to do that:

Limit electronics before bedtime
Put away devices that you hold close to your face, like e-readers and smartphones, at least one hour
before bedtime. ( ey're worse than your TV, which emits less blue light and is hopefully further
away.) If you can't imagine going back to paper books, use a blue light ﬁlter on your device or wear
blue light blocking glasses.

Dim the lights as it gets later
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Old-fashioned incandescent bulbs (https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/blue-lighthas-a-dark-side) put out less blue light than modern, energy-eﬃcient options, but if you want to
stick with ﬂuorescents and LEDs, that's OK: Just invest in some dimmer switches so you can turn
down the brightness a few hours before bedtime.

Rethink your nightlights
If you don't want to ditch them completely (especially in kids' rooms), swap the typical bright
white- or blue-colored variety for something that's a soft shade of red.

Buy blackout curtains
Street light inﬁltrating your bedroom can be a problem, too, especially if your city has installed
LEDs. Hanging some curtains is a simple way to keep your room dark and cozy so you can get the
rest you need to stay healthy.

Next Steps and Useful Resources:
Meet Dr. Preethi Rajan (https://www.northwell.edu/ﬁnd-care/ﬁnd-a-doctor/internalmedicine/dr-preethi-rajan-md-11367521?
utm_medium=next_steps_link&utm_source=the_well&utm_campaign=the_well&utm_content=thewe
pulmonologist.
Find a doctor that specializes in sleep medicine (https://www.northwell.edu/ﬁnd-care/ﬁnd-adoctor?query_type=specialty&q=sleepmedicine&insurance=&zip=&utm_medium=next_steps_link&utm_source=the_well&utm_campaign=th
you.
Having trouble sleeping? Someone asks why in Dear Doctor (https://thewell.northwell.edu/deardoctor/i-cant-sleep?
utm_medium=next_steps_link&utm_source=the_well&utm_campaign=the_well&utm_content=thewe
See why more couples are sleeping apart (https://thewell.northwell.edu/well-informed/whymore-couples-are-sleeping-apart?
utm_medium=next_steps_link&utm_source=the_well&utm_campaign=the_well&utm_content=thewe
days.
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